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Frequently there can be issues that are shared or posted, or even mailed, in regards to problematic interpersonal relationships between Satanists and whatnot, much of the time, online.

Many people have this stupid idea that "Satanism" is some sort of social club. Easy peasy lemon squeezy, Satanism breezy, they ignore every information and reality of the importance of the information shared, and treat their own choice as some sort of bowling card membership and nothing else. This mentality entails all sorts of stupid actions that then, when one understands this wasn't exactly for lemon juice and bowling only, has people in problems or baffled.

Contrary to this belief, we are not here to waste everyone else's time with drama, and other pointless enterprises. Normal human conversations can take place in the forums, safely, and kept at this. I verily know the futility of this, as human needs overshadow the thought for self-protection in many cases, but since this is how fuck-ups happen, then all that can be done from our side is to inform and remind.

One is here to meditate, advance, study, and make a positive relationship with the Gods. Helping others do the same exists insofar the purpose remains this, to help with the above. Which, all things considered, easily happens on the forums. You do not need to speak on instant messages, give your phone number, or speak with shady characters here to advance spiritually.

Along the lines of human needs of many people [and many so, unmet needs], people attempt to conflate the two, always in mind with some form of personal needs. An overwhelming amount of people waste their time chit chatting, and so forth. Admittedly, these are normal human needs, and it is understood why these exist in the first place, because without them, we would not be humans or even alive. Yet, as it comes with social relations and the internet, caution is required.

There is nothing that can be done on a priesthood level or any other level to defend anyone from their own personal overt naivety, or stupidity. One knows already what is the best way to go, which is to keep it normal, meditate, and not do stupid things. But most people, as it's typical of humans, do not listen to the advice or take the proper path, and want to do always some form of BS, assuming this will make them feel better.
Hasn't everyone heard of the saying about the Ice Cream Truck and why one should never go in it with the guy that sells the ice cream? These things should be obvious and well known to all people. These are common sense.

Unfortunately, the internet is rife with crime, perversion, deception and all sorts of other things, as it reflects a magnification of the human mind. Impersonation is also a thing in the internet, as everything can be faked. People can be impersonated left and right, and people can lie about other people, and drama and bullying can reach proportions, especially if people who are victims do not take measures to protect themselves.

Everyone keeps raving about the changes that social media and other forms of interactions, do cause to humans. Many of these are psychological, but in many cases, these can extend over to real life.

To give an example, Instagram women who think they are immune to everyone and everything, overextending their sexual influence online, all it really takes is a crazy muslim with some acid or some convulsed mind to do them harm beyond comprehension. People leave their children online at 8 years old and before they know it, the rampant advertising of pornography, drugs, and many other things, starts overflowing in children's brains.

Online, anyone can claim anything, and since there is no personal interaction, lying can also take place. Every so often someone may be impersonated, slandered, lied about, or claim lies. If it takes a skilled person to understand lying in person, it is a very "few people" skill to understand lies online. I have lost count on the cases of numerous jews who have harassed members, stalked them, stole their information, and in some extreme cases, practiced usual jewish theft on innocents.

Jews have no qualms, and they will be predators in the midst of anyone and anything, until destroyed thoroughly by some external force, or until they trip in some sort of wire that has been left there by mistake. They do not stop willingly. Abusing, bullying and damning Gentiles is in their DNA.

Eventually, they do get destroyed. Yet their parasitic nature cannot comprehend the results of their actions. These jews boasted and pretended to be Satanists, and went with the flow, no different than how they do in every scam enterprise.

One does not go outside trusting everyone they meet. Unfortunately, many parents and many other people responsible on a social level, never really teach their children internet security or what to avoid on the internet. Things like Instagram, created by the reptilian Zuccerborg, allow children as young as 8 or 9
to have "Social Media" that is open to every predator worldwide. Parents rush to buy cellphones to their children, which have their e-mail, data, and all sorts of other damning power given to people who are too immature in many cases to ride a bike at such an age.

It is insane that in the so called "Instagram", there are many children of young ages, literally posing in poses that they should pose in when they were 18 or more, mimicking other Instagram women who are fully grown. Children also, have went through an influx of internet and information, that exposes many on an early age, to things that should be exposed to at least many years later.

Predators aside many of the things exposed there, are sheer materialism, and not helpful for any kids. Typical are examples online of some 30-year-old paki posting in Arabic to a German girl below how "Beautiful" she looks, and numerous implying emojis. The "Mixture of cultures" and the "Globalism" also helps considerably here, this is the "Vibrant future" according to what these people say. After all, Mohammed got a girlfriend Aisha at only 9 years old. Not understanding this makes one both Anti-Islam and Anti-Semitic, and therefore a terrorist. The Paki, according to multi-culti opinion, is a dindu that did nuffin.

Regardless, as the Jew Zuccerborg explains, sex, money and food is what he abused on the goyim in regards to social media, plus the need for people to communicate, in order to get into the autistic platforms and become psychologically unstable by, for example, every person comparing their asses to another person's photo-shopped ass, until the better one is decided in a battle of likes. These platforms were built on some of the lowest human instincts, and have been therefore fermenting the same manifestations in civilization, and human behavior. It is no wonder many people have developed psychological disorders, personality disorders, and mental problems from all of this rat race of suicide. Maybe the few people that use these means intelligently, can draw something out of this general craze. But this requires smart control and smart communication.

Other things that happen in social media is the usual dindu nuffins just being there and posting bricks of cocaine and so forth, and somehow, never getting into any trouble, limited and not including also to guns enough to take down half of the Russian Army. It is almost as if these, and they are for real, being advertised. Netflix, music, pop culture and all of this, follows on the same pattern. Given this is the state of affairs now, the thing people can do is protect themselves, rather than wait external powers to do that.

Actually, Zuccerborg and nobody else gets rich by you being healthy or mentally sane, they get rich and more powerful based on the disabilities and problems of
large masses of human beings. The bigger problems mental, spiritual and physical they cause to humans, all the better for them. They want you to live in the psychodrama of theirs so that they profit while you lose.

A meme used to circulate that everyone in the internet is at least 6'5, muscular, very rich, and so physically attractive, especially so behind the screen. People online are gangstaz, killrz, and they will eff your mother n family, anyone who has played a video game in their life knows all of this. 9-year-old army does not forgive out there.

Human innocence, and with it, the argument that people "Do not know", is becoming increasingly scarce. Indeed, as time progresses, more and more people are very exposed to both thought and information. Young people can make decisions, and choices for themselves. As for 70-year-olds that were told they were getting some sexy pics by some ad online, pressed it, and gave their credit card, can we say for real these people were "Too old to know"? While technical knowledge may have been lacking, they knew exactly what they were getting themselves into.

In general the internet has done infinitely better than harm for mankind. Yet, one has to avoid, as one does avoid in real life, bad neighborhoods, predators, bullies and other dross of the earth.

This double-edged knife puts these people at a position of extensive vulnerability, while at the same time, young teenagers can be smarter than ever before, information about anything is abundant, and personal responsibility now is at a maximum. Simply put, people are frequently responsible for what they get themselves into. Early adolescents definitely have the mind to judge for themselves and their own safety, so one should ALWAYS mind their own safety.

If a very strange stranger asks you questions on where you live, do you answer them? If they tell you randomly to take you home, do you go with them in the car? If someone asks for your wallet in the street, do you give it to them without knowing? The obvious answer to all of these is no, and the internet is only similar in that regard.

Nobody, not a parent, not a government, nor friends, can protect any individual insofar they do everything terrible to put themselves in danger. As far as any external force in this way can go, is to provide counsel, advise, or intervention in the case of far gone cases in authority. Authorities in bad cases can only act after a specific action or problem has already manifested.
For example, if someone gets their card number robbed online, only after a bank can intervene to help you, but not before. What could happen before, was your own forethought.

Lastly, there are people who may engage in just about everything stupid and say things like, "Satan Will Protect". If you are careless and self-destructive, help can only go as far. If one does the utmost dangerous and stupid things, then any amount of help is for naught. By definition, you have a vast amount of influence in your own safety or damnation, so make sure you use this for your advancement and not for falling.
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